iv	INTRODUCTION
The infix n forms names of instruments in the Mon-
Khmer and abstract nouns which designate the result of an
action in the Mun<Ja- languages. The forms">of the last
category are not however rare in Khmer, Bahnar and .
Nikobarese, and inversely the Munda languages have names
of instruments formed by the infixation of n. The infix
p forms abstract words in San tali. The same- phenomenon
is observed in Khmer, but only in the root words of which
the initial is yy r or Z, whereas for words beginning with
other initials the double infix mn is found. There is
another remarkable point of resemblance between Nikoba-
rese and Munda: the latter, forms a kind of superlative
by inserting^ and the former a comparative by n} but
in both the cases we are in the presence of abstract words
and mannerisms analogous to the expression : he is
goodness itself.	' •
Besides the infixes and prefixes the Munda languages
also make use of suffixes. On this point they do not agree
with Mon-Khmer and Khasi but with Nikobarese. The
formation of some intransitives, passives and substantives
corresponds precisely with Santali oky, ak'9 .Munrlari o,
and Kfcrku n which are used in the formation of passives,
reflexives, and intransitives. Besides the adjectival suffix
o in Nikobarese seems to be identical with the suffix ao of
Santali which forms verbs of condition. The large quantity
of other suffixes which have made the Munda conjugation a
complex one is not found in Nikobarese and still less in
Khasi and Mon-Khmer (the last two having no suffixes).
But this does not go against the theory of relationship
between the two groups of languages. It is the
necessary consequence of another unique and important
difference.
It consists in the fact that Munda uses the genitive
(without affix) before and Mon-Khmer, Khasi, and

